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I love creating portrait quilts. I have 

been a hairdresser for decades and 

love modern and vintage hairstyles, 

fashion, and make up, and I incorporate 

these ideas in my projects. I like my 

raw-edged fused appliqué portrait quilts 

to appear as realistic as possible. 

InstructIons
1. Print a black-and-white copy of 

your photo or make a drawing on 

newsprint to the desired size of the 

quilt. This will become the working 

copy of the design. 

2. Using a medium-tip black permanent 

marker, begin outlining the shapes. 

Pay particular attention to the hair/

hair strands (part, curls, etc.) but 

ignore fussy details. Keep it simple. 

Continue outlining and defining 

facial features and clothing. 

3. When the image is successfully 

separately into lines, redraw the 

image on lightweight paper using 

a lightbox and the same black 

marker. This second image allows 

for better visibility for drawing 

appliqué templates. Mark the outer 

edge of the paper “FRONT.” Flip the 

drawing over and redraw the design 

in reverse for the raw-edged, fused 

appliqué. Mark “REVERSE” on the 

outer edge on this side of the paper 

to not mix up the mirror images for 

the appliqué templates. 

Note: Consider whether borders will be 

added to the quilt. Sometimes the portrait 

can be fused over a border and sometimes 

the portrait is inside the borders, with the 

borders acting like a matted picture frame.

4. As you draw, the most important 

consideration in a realistic look is to 

separate the values in skin tones and 

hair by color. Value gradation is the 

key to success. Natural hair is more 

than one color, or it would look like 

a wig or doll hair. To achieve realism 

be familiar of where light reflects off 

the hair and where shadows form.

Realistic Hair in a Portrait Quilt
by Laurie Ceesay
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Materials
• Actual-size drawing or photo  

(If using a photo, be sure it is copyright-

free. Use a photocopier to enlarge the 

image to the finished size you wish.) 

• Newsprint or lightweight drawing 

paper

• Medium-tip black permanent marker

• Mechanical pencils

• Lightbox

• Paper-backed, fusible web

• 4–6 fabrics in a variety of values for 

hair 

• Fabrics for remainder of portrait

• Fat quarter of muslin

Optional embellishments 

• Sheer fabrics for hair highlights

• Fabric paint

• Nail polish

• Yarns/ribbons for added texture/

shine
 

Quilt artist Laurie Ceesay with host Susan Brubaker Knapp

Tips for choosing an image
• Begin with an image of an interesting portrait pose and/or an innovative hairstyle. 

The hair color industry is quite inspirational as well as Pinterest for ideas. 

Sometimes I want a full portrait and sometimes I want a profile view.

• Of course, always use copyright-free imagery or your own photos and drawings.
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5. Draw the black lines on the paper 

side of the fusible web. I prefer a 

mechanical pencil.

6. Select fabrics. Choose a hair color 

and then select 4–6 values of that 

color for the light reflection and the 

depth. I use predominately batiks 

because they are tightly woven and 

I can cut very small strands of hair 

without having the fabric ravel. 

Printed fabric can also be used but 

stay larger in size. Specialty fabric—

sheers, ribbons, etc.—can be used in 

the final embellishment steps.

7. Fuse the appliqué templates to the 

fabrics. Allow them to cool and then 

cut out, allowing a little extra seam 

allowance (so you can overlap the 

pieces slightly to cover the muslin).

8. Cut a piece of muslin the desired 

finished size as the quilt foundation.

9. Set up your ironing surface with the 

muslin and all the appliqué pieces 

ready to fuse on top, referring to 

the working copy of the image for 

placement. Fuse from background to 

foreground.

10. Make a quilt sandwich with the 

fused appliqué quilt top, batting, and 

backing.   

laurieceesay.com

Light reflection principles
• Light colors stand out more and attract 

the eye as well as appearing closer. 

Darker colors do the opposite. They 

blend in and push back into an image.  

• Hair from underneath areas like the 

neckline is usually darker.

•  Hair on the top of head is usually 

lighter. Front bangs usually have light 

reflection.

• Any curl/wave that would appear 

closer in real life would catch the light 

and be a lighter color.

• The inside of a curl—or a shadow of 

a curl—would be darker because a 

shadow is cast.

• Pin curls have a dark center and light 

edges.

• Textured, very curly hair has limited 

light reflection because light bounces 

off all the edges of the curls. 

• Concentrate on the curl pattern using 

appliqué pieces and change the colors 

to create definition of curl shapes.

• Where hair touches the face, a shadow 

will appear on the skin below. Add 

darker skin tone fabric in this area to 

create depth and dimension.

Tips for quilting hair
• I love variegated thread because it 

resembles actual hair with its variety 

of colors. Venture into colors that have 

some contrast—such as blue thread on 

black hair. 

• Select thread color to contrast either 

slightly or extremely, depending on 

how much contrast is desired.

• Begin by stitching all pieces on the 

outer edges to secure in place. Add 

additional strands of hair by thread 

painting, stitching past the edges to 

extend lines for more realism to the 

hair strands. Heavy stitching/thread 

painting is wonderful and changing 

threads to replicate the change in 

color values is my preference! Stop 

and evaluate your thread painting and 

quilting as you go along. Add more 

thread painting until you are satisfied 

with the realism.

• For very curly hair, thread paint in a 

curvy, loopy fashion to replicate tight 

curls.

• Stitch outside the appliqué lines into 

the background fabric for added 

realism of single strands of hair and 

fine detail areas.

• Using thread to match the background, 

stitch into the ends of the hair strands 

to give the appearance of more 

separation and airiness. Use discretion 

to determine how far into the hair 

strand with background thread to stitch 

to give a windblown look.

• After the binding is sewn on the quilt 

and quilting is complete, add detailed 

definition of the hair with these 

embellishment tips:

–  Use permanent fabric markers to 

define and/or add depth to darker 

areas.

–  Use matte/shiny/metallic fabric 

paint and brush to add more light 

reflection to desired areas.

–  Use fine or chunky glitter nail 

polish to accent hair.

–  Attach same color or contrast color 

shiny ribbon with a zigzag machine 

stitch or by hand as hair highlights 

to areas wanting more zing!

–  Couch fuzzy textured yarn to the 

hair for added texture and 3-D 

effect using a zigzag stitch.

–  Machine stitch sheer shimmery 

lame fabrics as hair highlights.

–  Attach actual bobby pins, hair clips, 

or barrettes for added realism.  
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